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the Passion
Share

for wood

If you want warmth and grace in your home, nothing surpasses
the glory of a wood floor. You’ll never tire of its exceptional
beauty, and it will give you a lifetime of pleasure. Moreover,
a beautiful wood floor is the ideal basis for every style and
every interior.
As a dedicated flooring company, Quick-Step is delighted to
bring you a line of innovative, real wood engineered flooring.
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Wood floor

you won’t have
to worry about

Quick-Step is a pioneer in innovation and quality, and knows how to create
a perfectly engineered wooden floor. As wood is particularly influenced by
fluctuations in temperature and humidity, it’s essential that the various layers of
the planks are perfectly attuned to each other. Only with a careful selection of raw
materials combined with a perfect control of moisture content during the production
process, optimum stability and durability of your floor can be guaranteed.

Quality

in every layer

Quick•Step® Timber consists of 3 layers of
stable, hard and durable wood with
a protective finish applied in the factory!
1
2
3

4
We use recycled rubber wood
(also known as Hevea) for the
durable hardwood core of
most of our wooden floors.
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Enjoy

immediately

Unlike other wooden floors, there’s no post
installation work to your Quick-Step flooring.
This means there’s no sanding of the floor,
no mess with dust, and no staining or coating at all.

Natural Finish
Enjoy the strong natural look of the Quick-Step finishes.
Discover more on the advantages of our oil and lacquer finishes
on page 32.
Prefinished
As soon as you have installed your Quick-Step wood flooring,
you’ll be able to enjoy and use it. It will save you a considerable
amount of time and effort! In addition, the cost of installing
Quick-Step Timber compared to traditional types of timber will be
significantly lower.

1. FINISHING
MATT
S.R.T. (Scratch Resistant Technology).
7 layers of UV-cured lacquer ensure
maximum protection against wear,
scratches and stains. It makes our timber
flooring as easy to maintain as a laminate
or tile floor!

2. FACE LAYER
A carefully selected, solid wood layer
in a vast array of colours and structures.
Our engineered planks have a nominal
4 mm top layer that can be sanded and
refinished just like traditional wood flooring.
FIND OUT MORE about the different
grading groups and structures on pages
32-33.

3. CORE
It’s the core of our engineered wooden
floors that ensures you end up with a
durable and stable floor. This layer
perfectly absorbs stress and strain and
ensures that our product remains stable
in all conditions. The balance between
the hardness and the flexibility of the core
material is key in ensuring a smooth click
and a strong connection.

OR
4. veneer BACKING
Carefully dried for perfectly balanced boards.
2 layers of quality oil create an extra matt
and authentic look and age gracefully with
some simple care.

Why
welcome
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choose
Quick•Step®

Heart

A
FOR NATURE

Wood is an exceptionally renewable source material for floor
coverings and for many years Quick-Step has been actively doing
its best to limit the environmental impact of its activities. All incoming
raw materials have been carefully screened and selected in order
to be sure about their ecological origin. Moreover, our lacquer
meets the strictest international emission standards and we only
work with efficient and durable production processes. All of this
means you can simply enjoy your wood floor knowing it was
made with the utmost respect for the environment.
HEVEA Core
Originally planted for its latex production, Hevea - the core of
most of our wooden flooring – is made from trees that are better
known as ’rubber trees’. After 25 years, these trees no longer yield
sufficient latex and are logged. In the past, farmers used to burn
them, but now Quick-Step recycles and uses the wood
to produce quality Quick-Step wood flooring.

PEFC/07-32-37

For a long time already, Quick-Step has had the
PEFC forest certification. This programme guarantees
that all the wood and HDF used to manufacture
our engineered wood is sourced from sustainably
managed forests.

Passion

for wood and design
Any idea for a new wood floor needs to be in keeping with
all facets of the nature of wood. Finding the perfect balance
between the character of real wood, the craftsmanship of adding
coloured stains, texture and high quality finishes is key to obtain
a beautiful wood floor and is what we do best at Quick-Step.
Our innovative mindset, even in the very traditional wood market
has enabled us to create unique products like Variano: reclaimed
multi-width planks.
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Ease

of
installation
In 1997, Quick-Step launched the first
integrated no-glue click system: Uniclic®.
At the moment, this click system is
renowned all over the world and
preferred by numerous installers. We even
developed a unique drop down click
system specifically for our wood flooring:
Uniclic® Multifit. With this system included
in every Quick-Step Timber plank, your
floor can be installed quickly and easily.
You can install your floor yourself or have it
done by a professional.

All our Quick-Step Timber floors are labeled. This signifies
that our products have met EU consumer, safety, health and
environmental standards. Indeed, all our floors are tested in
recognised laboratories, meet and exceed all of the minimum
requirements of quality.

Discover how our wood flooring
is made: watch the movie!
www.youtube.com/quickstepfloor
Scan this with your smartphone.

Quality Solution
top

At Quick-Step, we combine our expertise
in wood and commitment to create perfect
quality floors that give you a lifetime of
pleasure. We carry out that concept by
giving you, up to a lifetime warranty on our
floors and profiles.

Warranties
Any company can offer a lifetime warranty,
but, more often than not, the warranty
support is found to be lacking.
Quick-Step doesn’t just talk about giving
you a lifetime warranty, we are there when
you need us. With qualified representatives
all over Australia,
Quick-Step offers full ground support no
matter where you live.

total floor

Not many floor specialists are able to
provide the same full-service package
as Quick-Step. The services we offer
do not only include the floor itself, but
also all of the necessary tools for a
perfect installation such as profiles and
maintenance products. This way, we are
able to guarantee the quality of your
wooden floor. On top of this, our
Quick-Step store professionals will gladly
provide you with valuable suggestions
on how to install, finish and maintain your
timber floor. Never before has a wood
floor range been available with the
matching profiles for all applications the
Quick-Step wood range.
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be inspired

Authentic

natur

inspiration

enter the world of
quick•step®
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Charming

Enter the world of Quick-Step Timber, where we put the nature of wood in the spotlight,
granting your whole interior an ageless, timeless quality beyond comparison. The unique
quality of our wood floors combines well with any kind of design material, contributing to
a warm and cozy atmosphere that is second to none.

Watch our campaign movie
Showcasing the beauty of our
timber floors.
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AUTHENTIC

Authentic
Nothing can surpass the warmth
and classic appearance of a long
and wide oak plank. The warmth
and character displayed by these
floors bring the story of real wood.

CARAMEL OAK OILED I IMPERIO I IMP 1625

These oiled engineered wood floors call to mind old cottages and castles, with a flooring
that has turned a lovely brown courtesy of the crackling fireplace, and owing their
authentic charm, large knots and cracks included, to a series of manufacturing techniques
that serve to highlight the authentic character of the floor.

NEW

Imperio
CARAMEL OAK OILED I IMPERIO I IMP 1625

The deep structure, the rustic
look of the knots and cracks
created by the dark filling and
handsanded edges accentuate
the authentic character of these
large wood planks.

IMP 1625
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authentic

nougat OAK OILED I IMPERIO I IMP 1626

The Imperio Nougat Oak Oiled floor planks with their rustic beauty and long wide boards
stand out, with its hand-sanded knots, the heavy brushing it has been given and the dark
coloured knots and cracks.
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Pure Oak Matt I imperio I IMp1623

The Imperio Pure Oak Matt floor has been treated with a matt laquer to give an extra
protection coat, and coloured with a very light white pigment. This lends the engineered wood
floor a softer, whiter look instead of the somewhat yellow tint of a natural treated oak.

16

authentic

Natural heritage oak oiled I IMPERIO I IMP 1624

The Imperio Natural Heritage Oak Oiled also uses European white oak as its base but
has been finished with a natural oil. The combination of large knots with a gentle brushing
and subtle joints around the planks vouch for this floor doing an excellent job inside warm
and cosy home interiors.
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natural heritage oak oiled I IMPERIO I IMP 1624
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natural

Natural

The simple elegance of this floo
refinement and romance to you

Together with natural structures and materials, these
floors bring the best of nature to your home.

Old Grey Oak Matt I PALAZZO I PAL 1346

With uncompromised depth and warmth, these oak matt floors embrace a cosiness like a
favourite winter coat.  Dazzling with both light and dark furnishings, this exotic grey hue in
the Palazzo range recreates old charm in a contemporary space.
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or brings light,
ur interior.

Vintage Oak Matt I Palazzo I PAL 1344

The wide luscious boards in the vintage oak matt give any room a feeling of light and
space, without compromising on ambience. The extraordinary detail and authentic
modern charm is copied with its purity and exquisite quality.
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Natural

Limed Grey Oak I Palazzo I PAL 1345

The new natural hue direct from the fashion houses of Europe exudes clean lines and
distinctive glamour. The Limed Grey Oak sets the scene for any Australian living space to
be smart and beautiful.
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Limed Grey Oak I Palazzo I PAL 1345

Palatial by name, polished by nature – the Limed Grey Oak creates an alluring presence
that demands to be noticed. Its stylish wood structure makes this flooring classic and
charming at the same time.
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Natural

Fossil oak matt I Palazzo I PAL 1342

First impressions count and with the Fossil Oak Matt, its distinctive look and natural highlights
ooze uniqueness and individuality. Contemporary and classic furnishings simply pop.
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QUICK•STEP®
FLOOR ADVISOR

Mocca tip: Not sure about the
effect of a dark floor in combination
with your furniture and walls?
Visit www.quick-step.com.au and
try out our online floor advisor!
Upload your interior, select your
favourite floor and determine which
floor fits best.

mocca oak matt I Palazzo I PAL 1348

The Mocca Oak Matt epitomises a clean palette and provides a perfect foundation for a
room that demands style and chic.
The new Pure Oak Matt natural hue direct from the fashion houses of Europe exudes clean
lines and distinctive glamour and sets the scene for any Australian living space to be smart
and beautiful.

Pure oak matt I Palazzo I PAL 1341
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CHARMING

NEW

Variano

Charming
The simple elegance of this floor brings light,
refinement and romance to your interior.

ROYAL GREY OAK OILED I VARIANO I VAR 1631

It is the warm greys with a tint of brown especially, the so-called greiges, that are currently
extremely popular in home interiors. Greige combines well with bright colours, but every
bit as well with pastel colours, which are back in the limelight courtesy of the retro and
vintage design revival.
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QUICK•STEP
FLOOR ADVISOR
®

PAINTED WHITE OAK OILED I
VARIANO I VAR 1629

Want to see this wood floor in your own interior?
Visit www.quick-step.com.au and try out our online
floor advisor! Upload your interior, select your
favorite floor and determine which floor fits best.

CHAMPAGNE BRUT OAK OILED I
VARIANO I VAR 1630

Espresso blend oak oiled I
variano I var 1632

VAR 1631

This floor will make your interior stand out. Each aged edge, cracked knot, saw cut
structure and variation in colour and dimension tells its own story. It is utterly unique,
a novelty that will add value to any kind of interior.
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charming

Espresso Blend Oak Oiled I Variano I VAR 1632

The various finishes, lengths and widths of the wooden plank do the natural, authentic look
and the mysterious dark shades of this warm, dark brown floor full justice. The oiled finish
creates a cosy atmosphere in your home interior!
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VAR 1632

Champagne Brut Oak Oiled I Variano I Var 1630

Variano Champagne Brut Oak Oiled brings a natural, warm feel and an extra matt
aspect, same as an untreated, rough oak floor. The neutral colour is timeless and,
combined with the design and the texture, makes for a fascinating whole.

Var 1630
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charming

PAINTED WHITE OAK OILED I VARIANO I VAR 1629

Combined with the white paint, the wood grain is subtly exposed and as a result produces
an authentic reclaimed and romantic feel.
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Variano
Unique planks with
a reclaimed look
and pattern.

The wood of the Variano Painted White Oak was first finished with white, after which the
surface was given a gentle sanding. Doing so, the higher pieces were slightly toned down,
giving them that ‘worn underfoot’ look. Some of the cross-joints, which hold the most white,
were given an extra bout of sanding. The result is a unique combination of texture and
colour shades.

choose

Quick•Step®
imperio
Extra long and extra
wide planks with an
authentic look.

pattern planks

2200 x 190 • 14 mm thick

single planks

1820 x 190 • 14 mm thick

Size
choose
your

Long planks, wide planks, king size planks, elegant planks,
vivid patterns,... size does matter! Choose the perfect plank
size with or without grooves in one of our Quick-Step ranges:
A wide and extra long plank best suited for grand living rooms
or a vivid pattern floor to enlarge a smaller bedroom.

2200 x 220 • 14 mm thick
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Quick•Step®
palazzo
Long wide oak
planks.

Quick•Step®
variano
Unique planks with
a reclaimed look
and pattern.

4

2

0

HEVEA

HEVEA

HEVEA
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Timber
Facts
important

Timber is a living product. If not properly manufactured, prepared,
treated or installed, timber flooring can warp, twist or delaminate and
generally behave in a manner quite contrary to your expectations.
It’s only natural...
Remember that timber is a natural product so gum veins, knots and other natural features are
often present, adding to the natural beauty of your timber floor. Colour variation is also to
be expected and distinguishes your Quick-Step Timber as natural timber, not a manufactured
imitation. While Quick-Step Timber is certainly resistant to day-to-day life in both residential or
commercial applications, Quick-Step Timber is genuine timber flooring therefore proper care
and maintenance is required to avoid unnecessary marking and scratching. Also remember
that there is always some slight noise associated with any wood flooring systems, this is a
normal part of wood flooring and may vary from time to time with the climate. More tips and
tricks on page 44.
It is essential to create a habitable and timber friendly
indoor environment
Timber floors should not be installed more than two weeks prior to a new dwelling being
occupied and curtains, blinds and/or window tinting being installed so that the floor will
experience normal ‘interior’ conditions. Otherwise, extreme indoor conditions may lead to
cracking, shrinking, cupping or other distortion of the wood flooring. Such damage resulting
from extreme conditions is not covered by warranty.

Our manufacturing methods are regarded as
among the finest in the world. That’s why all QuickStep Timber is sold with a Lifetime Structural
Warranty and a Lifetime Domestic Warranty.
It’s your assurance of a naturally beautiful floor for
many, many years.
Quick-Step Timber Lifetime Structural Warranty covers
warping, twisting and delamination of any board in
your floor as a result of manufacturing fault.
All laquered floors using the superior S.R.T. Coating is
sold with a 25 Year Residential Wear Warranty covering
wear through of the finished surface to raw timber.
Of course, both warranties offered are conditional
on your floor being installed and maintained
in accordance with our instructions. Full terms
and conditions of all warranties, installation and
maintenance instructions should be viewed at
www.quick-step.com.au or requested from your local
Quick-Step Retailer.

your guide
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YOUR
GRADING

Each tree is unique, and different parts of the same tree produce
different surface textures and appearances. We have a unique
grading system that’s easy to understand and transparent.
Our floors are sorted into 3 different categories.
This is to give you a better idea of how your floor will look.

guide

for a perfect
wood floor

NATURE
Wood with knots. Variation in
colour and structure allowed.

MARQUANT
Wood with large knots. Lively
variation in colour and structure.

CHARACTER
Wood with large dark filled
knots and cracks. Lively
variation in colour and structure
with a rustic appearance.

knots

knots

knots

colour variation

colour variation

colour variation

types of
finishes

oil

HIGH QUALITY
finish

• brings out the authenticity of real wood
• gives an extra matt look
• ages gracefully
• allows fixing of micro-scratches by applying
Quick-Step Oil Care
• can be renewed and repaired with Quick-Step
maintenance oil
• prefinished in the factory

lacquer

PROTECTIVE 7 LAYERS
OF

• highly scratch- and wear-resistant
compared to other lacquered wood
floors
• dirt-repellent, the result is an easy
to clean wood floor
• enlarges the resistance to water and
household chemicals
• prefinished in the factory
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types of structures
NEW

BRUSHED

Old Grey Oak Matt I PALAZZO I PAL 1346

By brushing the surface of a
woodplank the natural grain structure
is accentuated. Some of our floors
even have a deep brushing to create
an extra authentic feel.

Sawcuts

Champagne Brut Oak Oiled I VARIANO I VAR 1630

Feel the texture of the sawcuts in
the wood surface, it has grandeur
in this light brown Variano plank.

Timeworn

Vintage Oak Matt I PALAZZO I PAL 1344

You can sense the hand of a mastercraftsman in every plank of this
Vintage oak. It’s what gives the floor
that TIMEWORN look.

Choose
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new

Extra long and extra wide planks with an authentic look

length: 220 cm | width: 22 cm | thickness: 14 mm | 1 BOX*: 4 PLANKS : ± 1.936 M2 | 1 PALLET: 64 BOXES : ± 123.904 M2
1820 mm x 190 mm
2200 mm x 190 mm

4

HEVEA

14mm

2200 mm x 220 mm
*max 1 split plank per pack

P 16

Nougat oak oiled
IMPERIO IMP 1626	p 14
Character

new

Natural heritage oak oiled
IMPERIO IMP 1624
Marquant

new

P 15

new

new

Pure oak matt
IMPERIO IMP 1623
Marquant

Caramel oak oiled
IMPERIO IMP 1625
Character

P 12

Palazzo

LONG and WIDE OAK PLANKS
length: 182 cm | width: 19 cm | thickness: 14 mm | 1 box* : 6 planks: ± 2.0748 m² | 1 pallet: 55 boxes : ± 114.11 m²
1820 mm x 190 mm
2200 mm x 190 mm

2

HEVEA

14mm

2200 mm x 220 mm
*max 1 split plank per pack

new

new
4
PURE OAK MATT
PALAZZO PAL 1341	p 23
NATURE

VINTAGE OAK MATT
PALAZZO PAL 1344p 19
MARQUANT

OLD GREY OAK MATT
PALAZZO PAL 1346
MARQUANT

Mocca Oak Matt 
PALAZZO PAL 1348	p 23
MARQUANT

P 18

FOSSIL OAK MATT
PALAZZO PAL 1342p 22
NATURE

LIMED GREY OAK MATT
PALAZZO PAL 1345p 21
MARQUANT
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Variano

new

UNIQUE PLANKS WITH A RECLAIMED LOOK and PATTERN
length: 220 cm | width: 19 cm | thickness: 14 mm | 1 BOX*: 6 PLANKS : ± 2.508 M2 | 1 PALLET: 55 BOXES : ± 137.94 M2
1820 mm x 190 mm
2200 mm x 190 mm

0

HEVEA

14mm

2200 mm x 220 mm
*max 1 split plank per 2 packs

Matt lacquer

Oil

Royal grey oak oiled
VARIANO VAR 1631
Marquant

P 24

Brushed

Sawcuts

Deep brushed

Timeworn

new

Champagne brut oak oiled
VARIANO VAR 1630	p 27
Marquant

new

P 29

new

new

painted white oak oiled
VARIANO VAR 1629
Marquant

Espresso blend oak oiled
VARIANO VAR 1632	p 26
Marquant

The illustrated patterns and colours are only an image and not a full overview of all the different nuances within the natural unique design of a wood floor.
For a representative view of the surface structure and variation of a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.
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Installation
easy

preparation

details
38

Underfloor

It’s the
that
make the difference
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37

Finish
perfect

Care
clean
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& repair

Discover all Quick-step accessories for a perfectly finished floor. There’s a solution for every situation,
it’s easy and you get a professional result.
warranty
The use of products other than the Quick-Step accessories might cause damage to the Quick-Step floor. In such
cases the guarantee provided by Quick-Step will be void. We therefore strongly recommend to use only Quick-Step
accessories as these have been especially designed and tested for use with Quick-Step floor panels.

44
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Installing
installation

a wood floor
has never been so easy
You can install your floor yourself or have it done
by a professional, but thanks to the fantastic
Uniclic® Multifit system, you can install your wood
planks in a click. In contrast to most other click
profiles or traditional tongue and groove profiles,
your engineered wood floor can be installed fast
and in all kinds of situations.
QUICK
The design of the Uniclic® Multifit system is such that the installation
of long planks has never been faster and easier. Professional
installers claim you can install Quick-Step wood flooring up to 30%
faster than wood flooring with traditional installation methods.
EASy
Simply your planks together using the method that works best for
you and there’s no chance of you damaging the floor panels.
Even if you want to reinstall your planks, the Uniclic® Multifit system
makes it easy to lift them up and replace them when necessary.
versatile
With a single Uniclic® Multifit profile, you can install your
engineered wood floor anywhere using one of
the 3 possible methods:

tip
Check
www.quick-step.com.au
for an installation
demo.

No other click system can match the combination of
all these advantages. That’s why Quick-Step provides
a lifetime warranty on the Uniclic® Multifit System.
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1

To install a large
area fast & easily

METHOD 1: DROP DOWN
Click the panel in the long side, slide your
floorboard towards each other on the short
side and press down.

2

To install the first
row of planks

METHOD 2: ANGLING
Click the panels first on the short side and
click the long sides together.

3

To install in difficult
areas

METHOD 3: HORIZONTAL
INSERTION
In contrast to many other brands, QuickStep® timber floors can also be inserted
horizontally. This is very important
when installing the last row of planks,
or in places where it is difficult or even
impossible to tilt them (under door frames
or radiators, for example).
Important Note:
Quick-Step Multifit is generally installed
without any need for hammer and block,
however, tapping on the end of panels may
sometimes be necessary to fit into profiles
or under door jams. Care should be taken
when tapping up end joints, to not make
contact with the plastic tongue. Damage to
the tongue may result in poor joint strength
and possible end joint variation.

QUICK•STEP®
INSTALLATION KIT
For the best installation of your floor
without damaging it.
Content: 1 pulling bar, 1 tapping block,
40 spacers (to guarantee the correct
expansion gap)
Click the panel in the long side, use
hammer and tapping block and slide
the floorboards together.

QSTOOL

right underfloor
start
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THE

floating
An underlay is not an
idle luxury

Quick-Step Combi-Lay Standard

Quiet-Step Combi-Lay

PERMANENTLY SOUND-ABSORBING
Quick-Step underlays are top quality and maintain their
initial thickness over the years. Which means they will continue to
dampen sounds such as the tapping of high heels. Combi-Lay sets
the industry benchmark as quality underlay.
IDEAL FOR UNICLIC® MULTIFIT
The smooth surface of the underlays prevents parts of the underlay
from getting stuck in between the Uniclic® tongue and groove
during installation. Moreover all Quick-Step underlays offer a
stable base protecting the Uniclic® Multifit system.

Combi-Lay Standard is no normal underlay. The dense, closed cell
polyolefin foam provides excellent support, with good reduction of
both reflected and impact noise.

2 IN 1: PROTECTS AGAINST DAMP TOO
A Quick-Step underlay will reduce preparation time for the
installation of your floor by half. The damp-proof and moistureresistant membrane (DPM) with an adhesive strip has already
been integrated into the levelling underlay. This will save you a lot
of time and effort.

Quiet-Step Combi-Lay is the first choice where a quiet step sound
and maximum reduction in multi-storey noise is required. This
high density underlay has no match in the market when it comes
to reducing foot fall noise, with a reduction of up to 30% over
standard underlays.

SUITABLE FOR FLOOR HEATING
All Quick-Step underlays are suitable on top floor heating systems.
Check the website for more information or ask your retailer for advice.

Quick-Step Timber can also be directly adhered to a well
prepared sub floor. More information can be obtained from
your local Quick-Step dealer.

WWW
www.quick-step.com.au
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perfect finish!

Your QUICK•STEP® floor deserves a

Never before has such a comprehensive solution been offered
for finishing of a wood floor collection in Australia. From the stairs
to the thresholds, Quick-Step offers the perfect profile in real oak
for all applications. The matching texture, colour and gloss level is
used on every profile for that seamless and professional finish.

Scotia

Profiles

No need to remove existing skirting boards, just cover
the expansion joint with this handy solution.

The patented Incizo is a 5 in 1 profile for all applications including
stairs. See next page for more details.

tip

Finish your floor
perfectly with QuickStep’s veneered Scotia.

17
mm

17mm

QSWSCOT(-)

Incizo I QSWincp(-)

start
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Answer

5 Questions,
1

Quick-Step’s patented Incizo® profile is
a multifunctional finishing tool. One and
the same profile can be used for all
the finishes of your floor and stairs.

2.

How can I solve
transition from one 		
	floor down to 		
another?
Use the Incizo® profile, cut as
an adapter/ramp profile.

5

3.

How do I finish my
Quick•Step® wood floor
up to a sliding door or
threshold?
You can cut the Incizo® profile into
a clean end profile.

How do I perfectly finish my stairs?
Use the Incizo® profile in one of the 4 ways.

1.

How can I join two floors
of the same height?
With the Incizo® profile, cut as an
expansion profile.

4. How can I finish my
	wood floor to a
carpet, and have
a beautiful finish?
Use the Incizo® profile, cut as
a clean end profile.

43

1. Glue the plank to the riser. The spacers
ensure that sufficient space is left
underneath to fit in the step.

2. Glue and screw the aluminium
sub-profile on the step.

3. Apply glue to the sub-profile and the step.
Spread out the glue across the sub-profile.

4. Place a plank on the step against
the rising edge of the sub-profile.

5. Apply glue to both sides of the Incizo®
base.

6. Press the Incizo® profile onto
the sub-profile.

Why Quick•Step® Incizo®?
• 5 different applications
with a single product.
• Practical
	You create the profile you need for
a perfect finish to your floor.
• Economical
	You can use any spare pieces of profile
for other purposes, you won’t have any
excess profiles or leftovers.

• Simple
You always have the right solution
at hand.
• NO INCONVENIENT SEAMS
	In comparison with other types of
multifunctional profiles.

Incizo® subprofile for stair
application QSWINCPBASE(-)
• Dimensions: 215 cm x 1,2 cm x 7,35 cm
• To be ordered separately
Incizo® WOOD profile
QSWINCP(-)
• Dimensions: 215 cm x 1.6 cm x 7.35 cm
• Content: 1 Incizo®, 1 cutter, 1 plastic rail
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start

topcondition

Keeping your floor iN
is easy

We recommend dry cleaning of your wood
floor with the Quick-Step microfibre mop.
Once in a while, you can also clean your floor
with a damp mop.

MATT

clean
All Quick-Step floors are easy to maintain
and to keep clean especially if you use our
purpose-made cleaning-kit, also available
individually:

QScleaningkit

> Quick•Step® Cleaning mop
> Quick•Step® Cleaning product 750 ml
QScleaningmop

QScleaning750

FOR

QSCARE750

FOR

QSWMAINTOILW
QSWMAINTOILN
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repair
Recreate the colour of damaged planks
quickly and easily with 7 wax pieces
selected to cover all Quick-Step colours.
Content: one melting knife, one cleaning
comb, 7 wax blocks.
Quick•Step® Repair kit

Watch our Repair movie
Showcasing how to repair your
timber floor.

QSREPAIR

PERIOD 1
1 cap/5l water

If you clean your floor on a weekly basis with Quick•Step
Cleaning products, you should use Quick•Step® Oil care once
a month. If, for example, you clean your floor every two weeks,
you should use the Quick•Step® Oil care once every 2 months.
®

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 2

1 cap/5l water  DRY  2-4 caps/5l water

+

1 cap/5l water

PERIOD 3
1 cap/5l water

Quick•Step maintenance OIL
®

For intense care and repair, use the Quick•Step®
maintenance oil when necessary.
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start

Floor Advisor
try our

Design your interior by selecting the layout of your room, and choosing the colour scheme for both your furniture and walls.
Chop and change the floor designs until you find what suits you best.

visit
www.quick-step.com.AU

Accessories Guide
Matching

NEW

Your Floor Deserves a perfect finish

Flawlessly matching accessories are now available in all Quick-Step timber products. This all-new technology sees Quick-Step’s
commitment in perfecting all aspects of flooring by meticulously colour-matching trims and profiles for all applications including stairs across
all timber ranges. See pages 41-43 for more information on available accessories.

Product code

Product description

Quick-Step Scotia
More info see page 41

Quick-Step Incizo
More info see page 42

IMP 1623

Pure Oak Matt

QSWSCOT01341

QSWINCP01341

IMP 1624

Natural Heritage Oak Oiled

QSWSCOT01334

QSWINCP01334

IMP 1625

Caramel Oak Oiled

QSWSCOT01354

QSWINCP01354

IMP 1626

Nougat Oak Oiled

QSWSCOT01626

QSWINCP01626

PAL 1341

Pure Oak Matt

QSWSCOT01341

QSWINCP01341

PAL 1342

Fossil Oak Matt

QSWSCOT01342

QSWINCP01342

PAL 1344

Vintage Oak Matt

QSWSCOT01344

QSWINCP01344

PAL 1345

Limed Grey Oak Matt

QSWSCOT01345

QSWINCP01345

PAL 1346

Old Grey Oak Matt

QSWSCOT01346

QSWINCP01346

PAL 1348

Mocca Oak Matt

QSWSCOT01348

QSWINCP01348

VAR 1629

Painted White Oak Oiled

QSWSCOT01629

QSWINCP01629

VAR 1630

Champagne Brut Oak Oiled

QSWSCOT01630

QSWINCP01630

VAR 1631

Royal Grey Oak Oiled

QSWSCOT01631

QSWINCP01631

VAR 1632

Espresso Blend Oak Oiled

QSWSCOT01632

QSWINCP01632

Imperio

Palazzo

Variano

Sydney	Tel.: (02) 9982 3777
Melbourne	Tel.: (03) 9798 0808
Brisbane	Tel.: (07) 3273 3111
Adelaide	Tel.: (08) 8345 0455
Tasmania	Tel.: (03) 9798 0808
Northern Terr.	Tel.: (08) 8345 0455
Perth

Tel.: (08) 9240 1966

Commercial Division	Tel.: (03) 9798 0808

®

 QUICK•STEP FLOOR ADVISOR
Want to see this floor in your interior?
Visit www.quick-step.com.au and try out our
online floor advisor! Upload your interior,
select your favourite floor and determine
which floor fits best inside.
www.facebook.com/QuickStepFloors

@QuickStepFloor
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